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wow! i just wanted to let you know how much i was impressed with the service you provided. my
party was a bit unconventional (at least to me) as i was told i would need to find a spot for the

following things: - concrete floor with. - furniture with legs of sandals. -.. kinksterz winter-style. it
really caught me by surprise and i was shocked to find everything in perfect condition. the facility
you provide is excellent and your staff very helpful and friendly. immediately after i arrived at the

cottage, i was greeted at the front gate by the owner and told we would be served a welcome lunch
of bread, cheese and schnapps. the cottages were very clean (i didn't see any dog hair) and all the

amenities were functioning properly. the owner went out of his way to provide more than i expected.
when i checked in, he offered me homemade lemonade and cappuccino while i waited for my room
to be prepared. i arrived late at night and found that it would have been a problem to find my room

without him. i was given a tour of the cottage that took in all the rooms. the cottage had 3
bathrooms and 2 bedrooms which came all set up for a party. there was a fully stocked kitchen,

living room with leather chairs and all the amenities for kinky fun. the staff of the cottage were very
helpful, friendly and knowledgeable about the cottage. i really appreciated the owner's efforts to
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make me feel at home. i will definitely be back, it was a wonderful experience. i checked in and i
could not believe my eyes i was so excited to be in a place where i could get as wild as i wanted and

no one would judge me! the owner was very warm and welcoming and he gave me a tour of the
cottage. the cottage was gorgeous and it felt like i was in a tropical island. the cottage was clean and
everything was in working order, which was very important to me. i brought my dog which she loved
the cottage so much and the owner had a chair made especially for her. the kitchen and living room
were spacious and the couches and lounge chairs were comfortable. my host was very friendly and
he even taught me how to make an excellent margarita. everyone was nice and friendly and even a
little bit kinky and the host was great and made sure everyone had a wonderful time! 5ec8ef588b
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